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EuroMaidan Newsletter # 20 

CIVIC SECTOR OF EUROMAIDAN 
GRASSROOTS MOVEMENT  
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Members of the OSCE military verification mission 

who were invited by Ukrainian authorities under the 

Geneva agreement were abducted by pro-Russian 

terrorists in Slaviansk. The number of hostages 

currently includes 8 European mission members and 4 

accompanying members of the Ukrainian army. The 

Mission bus was stopped as it was entering Slaviansk 

from the side of Kramatorsk at around 12 p.m. on 

Friday, April 25. According to the latest information 

available, the abducted people are currently at the local 

SBU building, “all the group were in good health, but 

they were anxious to be allowed to go home”.  Follow 

the situation at http://goo.gl/6H9CWF and read more at 

http://goo.gl/rsNH5p 

The US journalist for VICE news Simon Ostrovsky who 

was held prisoner in Sloviansk for 3 nights and 3 days 

was released on April 24. He wrote details about his 

abduction: “I was pulled out of a car at a checkpoint, 

then blindfolded, beaten, and tied up with tape. After 

spending hours alone on the floor of a damp cell with 

my hands tied behind my back and a hat pulled over 

my eyes, I was led into a room where I was accused of 

working for the CIA, FBI, and Right Sector, the 

Ukrainian ultra-nationalist group”. Read more at 

http://goo.gl/riQ8MJ 

In addition to a number of journalists and activists taken 

hostage, two people have been found murdered by the 

military supporters of self-proclaimed “mayor” 

Ponomarev in Sloviansk, Eastern Ukraine. A 19-year-

old Kyiv Polytechnic Institute student has been 

identified as the other corpse found on April 19 on a 

river bank alongside Horlivka city councilman 

Volodymyr Rybak near Sloviansk, Donetsk Oblast. 

Read more at http://goo.gl/YDZTXY 

Peaceful civilians who have nothing to do with politics 

have started to go missing in Donetsk Oblast. On April 

24, three entrepreneurs disappeared at around 12 p.m. 

on the road between Donetsk and Kharkiv in the area of 

Slaviansk, reports EuroMaidan SOS. Read about the 

kidnapping of civilians at http://goo.gl/ywmhkD 

The Russian media has reported that 3 Ukrainian 

security service officers have been captured and held 

hostage by  “separatists” in Sloviansk. The men had 

been tortured, were stripped to their underwear while 

being filmed. Their eyes have been allegedly taken out. 

Read more and watch video at http://goo.gl/yXRWiY 

The current mayor of Slaviansk Nelia Shatepa has been 

also taken captive by Ponomarev, the leader of pro-

Russian separatists. In his interview to Gazeta.Ru he 

said Nelia Shtepa is “under their protection, as she is 

accused of separatism by the Ukrainian authorities”. 

Read the whole interview at http://goo.gl/R0WQNV 

Follow the ongoing chronicle of abductions in Eastern 

Ukraine at  http://goo.gl/1KIUOs 

April 24, 2014, the US Secretary of State John Kerry 

openly accused Putin’s Russia of jeopardizing the 

Geneva agreement and continuing its military 

intervention into Ukrainian territory. He said:  “Russian 

leaders are making increasingly outrageous claims to 

justify their action – that the CIA invented the internet 

in order to control the world or that the forces 

occupying buildings, armed to the teeth, wearing 

brand new matching uniforms and moving in 

disciplined military formation, are merely local 

activists seeking to exercise their legitimate rights.  

That is absurd, and there is no other word to describe 

it.” Read the statement at (Eng) http://goo.gl/LAhVfy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2,000 people rallied for a unified Ukraine in Kryvyi Rig 

on April 19. Read more at (Eng) http://goo.gl/0EcyFt 

On April 17 the 4-sided negotiations between Ukraine, 

Russia, US and EU took place in Geneva and were 

Putin won’t follow the Geneva agreement 
OSCE mission members, Maidan activists and journalists taken hostage 
by terrorists in Eastern Ukraine  

 

The Ukrainian 

Army at a road 

checkpoint near 

Sloviansk, Donetsk 

oblast, Ukraine. 

Read the blog post 

by Barnaby 

Phillips at (Eng) 
http://goo.gl/TZIydD 
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Russia continues to expand its control over Crimea   
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Vitaliy Portnikov: Putin’s ‘Minimum Program’ is 

Restoration of the USSR. Read more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/szKKFc 

 

Prof. Motyl: In Eastern Ukraine, terror from pro-

Kremlin outsiders. Read the whole article at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/Ece1o1 

 

Civic activists from the Civic Sector of EuroMaidan 

NGO are working closely with Parliament to introduce 

the necessary systemic reforms in the country. Recently 

a set of anti-corruption law have been adopted. In 

addition, parliament has moved ahead with a law on 

higher education providing more autonomy to 

universities and with a law on decentralization of 

power between the capital and regions. A new law on 

independent public broadcasting was also passed 

recently as well. Read more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/UIor1M 

 

At least three major surveys carried out over recent 

weeks have shown that the supposedly imminent “civil 

war” into which Ukraine is plunging is an entirely 

artificial Russian construct.  Not one of the surveys has 

shown any significant level of support for 

federalization or for parts of the country joining 

Russia.  The majority do not want Russian to become a 

second state language.  Read the results of the surveys 

at (Eng) http://goo.gl/hqF1gL 

 

Read the results of the survey “Opinions and views of 

the citizens of Southern and Eastern regions of 

Ukraine: April 2014” conducted by the Kyiv 

International Institute of Sociology. 60% of the 

population in the South-East of Ukraine does not 

support the actions of separatists, and 58% are strongly 

opposed to the idea of Russian troops entering Ukraine.  

Read more at (Eng) http://goo.gl/U00FHn 

 

 

 

The authenticity of the medal apparently produced 

by the Russian Defense Ministry “For the Return 

of the Crimea” has been confirmed. The medal 

marking the military operation of Crimea’s 

annexation is reported to have a very strange 

beginning date – 20 February, the day that police 

snipers gunned down unarmed protesters in Kyiv. 

Read more at (Eng) http://goo.gl/4gvKcR 

 

On April 25 in Sevastopol the monument to the 

Ukrainian Hetman Sagaygachnyi was toppled.  

Read more at (Ukr) http://goo.gl/FMrZtg 

 

The new “prosecutor” of Crimea has issued a 

formal warning to a member of the Mejlis of the 

Crimean Tatar people in connection with the 

flying of the Ukrainian flag over the Mejlis’ 

building.  The prosecutor warned him against 

infringing Russian law “on countering extremist 

activities”. Read more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/ehSeIK 

 

476 families from Crimea have expressed a desire 

to move temporarily to Lviv oblast in Western 

Ukraine. Read more in (Ukr) http://goo.gl/E2XPky 

 

Crimeans flee Russian rule: refugees seek 

sanctuary in mainland Ukraine. Watch video (Eng) 

at http://goo.gl/XwSLX9 

 

 

  

 
 
 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Surveys prove Ukraine is strongly opposed to Russian aggression  

Graffitti on Kyiv's 

the TSUM shopping 

mall that belongs to 

Rinat Akhmetov's 

SCM Group, reads: 

"Rinat, did you 

betray or sell out 

Donbass?"  Read 

more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/9jkV22 
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What has been voted in the Parliament on February 20, 2014  
The Decree voted by the MPs declared cease fire 

 

  

April 27, 2014. Armed separatists left the 

Television and Radio Company (TRK) building. 

They had seized the Donetsk Oblast Television 

and Radio Company building and tried to restart 

broadcasting Russian television stations. Read 

more at (Eng) http://goo.gl/Xyzxbw 

Reporters Without Borders calls for the release of 

journalists kept by the leadership of the self-

proclaimed “People’s Republic of Donetsk”. Read 

their statement at (Eng) http://goo.gl/1713Tp 

In March 2014, Institute of Mass Information 

recorded 11 cases of kidnapping and illegal 

detention of media employees in Ukraine. All of 

these were committed by pro-Russian militants in 

Crimea. Read more at(Eng) http://goo.gl/JElNKd 

April 25, 2014. The Konstantinovka (Donetsk 

oblast) newspaper Provintsia suffered an arson 

attack which it believes was linked to the 

newspaper’s criticism of the so-called Donetsk 

People’s Republic. Read more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/F6zPWM 

 

Media  freedoms in Ukraine undergo serious violations     
  

The entry road sign 

to Moscow has 

been painted in the 

colors of the 

Ukrainian flag by 

unknown hitch-

hikers. Read more 

(Rus) at 

http://goo.gl/ItDgqI 

 

  
 

The West must help Post-Soviet countries counter 

Moscow television. Read more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/xLdDBD 

 

Watch video revealing Russian wartime 

propaganda during the 2008 Russian-Georgian 

war at (Eng)  http://goo.gl/5Hmdor 

 

Stopfake reveals lies about Ukraine Air Force 

helicopter being shot down in Kramatorsk. Read 

more at (Eng) http://goo.gl/S8aKXy 

Crimean self-proclaimed government spreads 

hype about Ukraine turning off water supply, 

hiding its own incompetence. Read more at (Eng) 

http://goo.gl/ADZjl0 

 

The German weekly Das Spiegel lies about 

Ukraine. Read more at (Eng) http://goo.gl/2eqN6Z 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Russian propaganda continues to spin lies about Russia’s 
military presence in Ukraine  
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The exhibition called “The Code of Mezhygirya” 

opened on April 26 in Kyiv’s National Art 

Museum, presenting to the public various artefacts 

found at Viktor Yanukovych’s residence near 

Kyiv. Experts estimate the value of exhibits to be 

around $50 mln.  Watch video at (Ukr) 

http://goo.gl/x6at2h; see photos from the 

exhibition at http://goo.gl/ySkC61 and 

http://goo.gl/Qc93dW 

 

The Code of Mezhygirya: Yanukovych’s treasures on display  

CONTACT INFORMATION  
 

Press-center of Civic Sector of EuroMaidan 

Kateryna Maksym +38(066) 6906927 

katerynamaksym69@gmail.com 

 

www.facebook.com/hrom.sektor.euromaidan 

http://euro-revolution.org 

Follow us on twitter @maidan_go 

 

Previous issues of our newsletter are available at http://goo.gl/IxWXRd 

 

If you wish to receive this newsletter, or if you would like to unsubscribe, please email  

Anastasia Bezverkha at karabashi@gmail.com 

 

Dictator’s 

portraits and 

icons make up 

the greater 

part of 

artifacts found 

at 

Yanukovych’s 

palace  
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